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Backup of Microsoft 365
With NAKIVO Backup & Replication, you can back up your Microsoft 365 Exchange Online accounts/mailboxes and store the
backups in a Backup Repository for further recovery of mailbox folders and/or individual emails.

There is a widespread misbelief that securing data stored in the cloud is not really necessary since the cloud service
provider takes good care of it. While Microsoft offers powerful and effective tools with the Office 365 suite, data backup is
not among these features. NAKIVO Backup & Replication allows you to do just that with its backup and restore for the
Microsoft 365 feature. The backup and restore for the Microsoft 365 feature allows you to back up entire Microsoft 365
Exchange Online accounts or separate mailboxes to a special Backup Repository ensuring that if data loss should occur,
emails and whole folders can be easily recovered to the original mailbox or other custom locations.
To start using this feature, the following preliminary steps need to be taken:




Add your Microsoft 365 accounts to the NAKIVO Backup & Replication inventory.
Create a Backup Repository of the "Microsoft 365" type.
Create a Microsoft 365 backup job to start the backup process.
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System Requirements
To start backing up Microsoft 365 accounts, you need to install NAKIVO Backup & Replication. The product can be deployed
as a virtual appliance (VA) or installed directly onto a supported machine. Below is the list of deployment requirements.

Hardware
VM or Physical Machine
NAKIVO Backup & Replication can be installed on a machine with the following minimum hardware characteristics:
Director and Onboard Transporter:




CPU: x86-64, 2 cores
RAM: 4 GB + 250 MB for each concurrent job
Free space: 10 GB

Transporter only:




CPU: x86-64, 2 cores
RAM: 2 GB + 250 MB for each concurrent job
Free space: 5 GB

Supported Platforms




VMware vSphere v4.1 - v7.0
Microsoft Hyper-V 2019, 2016, 2012R2, 2012
Amazon EC2

Supported Operating Systems
To backup and restore Microsoft 365, NAKIVO Transporter should be installed on one of the following operating systems:
Windows










Windows Server 2019 Standard (x64)
Windows Server 2016 Standard (x64)
Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard (x64)
Update for Windows Server 2012 R2 (KB3179574)
Windows Server 2012 Standard (x64)
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard (x64)
Windows 10 Pro (x64)
Windows 8 Professional (x64)
Windows 7 Professional (x64)

Linux






Ubuntu 18.04 Server (x64)
Ubuntu 16.04 Server (x64)
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 SP3 (x64)
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP4 (x64)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.6 (x64)
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.5 (x64)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.4 (x64)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.9 (x64)

TCP Ports
NAKIVO Backup & Replication requires the following TCP ports to be open for a successful operation:
TCP Port #
(Default)

Where

Description

NAKIVO Backup & Replication

4443

Director

Used to access the Director web UI.
Must be opened on the Director machine.

9446

Transporter

Used by Director and Transporters to communicate with the Transporter.
Must be opened on the Transporter machine.

9448-10000

Transporter

Used by Transporters for cross-Transporter data transfer.
Must be opened on the Transporter machine.

VMware

443

902

vCenter Server,
ESXi hosts

Used by Director and Transporters to access VMware infrastructure.

ESXi hosts

Used by Transporters to access VMware infrastructure.

Must be opened on vCenter Servers and ESXi hosts.

Must be opened on ESXi hosts.
Hyper-V

137-139

Hyper-V hosts

Used by Director to upload files and install configuration service.
Must be opened on Hyper-V servers.

445

Hyper-V hosts

Used by Director to upload files and install configuration service.

5986 (opened
automatically)

Hyper-V hosts

Used by Transporter to add a host to inventory and establish a connection
with it.
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TCP Port #
(Default)

Where

Description

9445 (opened
automatically)

Hyper-V hosts

Used by Director to upload files and install configuration service.

9446 (opened
automatically)

Hyper-V hosts

Used by Director and Transporters to communicate with the Transporter.
Must be opened on the Transporter machine.

9448-10000
(opened
automatically)

Hyper-V hosts

Used by Transporters for cross-Transporter data transfer.

Must be opened on Hyper-V host if NAKIVO Backup & Replication is
installed on a host and this host is added to inventory simultaneously.

Must be opened on the Transporter machine.

Physical Machine (Windows)

445

Windows
machine

Used by Director to upload files and install configuration service via SMB.

9446 (opened
automatically)

Windows
machine

Used to create the Transporter installed by default.

Physical Machine (Linux)

22

Linux machine

Used by Director to access a Linux physical machine via SSH.

9446 (opened
automatically)

Linux machine

Used to create the Transporter installed by default.

Web Browsers
NAKIVO Backup & Replication user interface can be accessed through the following web browsers:



Google Chrome: Version 80
Mozilla Firefox: Version 74

Feature Requirements
To provide data protection for your Microsoft 365 account, the following requirements must be met:




Exchange Online must be purchased as a part of the Microsoft 365 plan or a standalone service.
Microsoft 365 account must be accessible over the network.
Provided Microsoft 365 (Exchange Online) credentials must have sufficient permissions to be used by the product.
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Adding Microsoft 365 Accounts
Before you start backing up your Microsoft 365 accounts and mailboxes, you need to add them to the NAKIVO Backup &
Replication inventory.

Adding Microsoft 365 Account to Inventory
To add a Microsoft 365 account to the inventory, do the following:
1. Check if you meet Microsoft 365 requirements.
2. Click Settings in the left pane of the product.
3. Go to the Inventory tab and click Add New.
4. In the dialog that opens, click Microsoft 365 account.

5. The Add New Microsoft 365 Account page opens. Provide the following information:
 Display name: Enter the preferred name for the account.
 Tenant ID: Enter your Azure Tenant ID created when registering your Microsoft 365 account in the Azure
Portal.
 Azure Client ID: Enter your Azure Client ID created when registering your Microsoft 365 account in the Azure
Portal.
 Azure Client Secret: Enter your Azure Client Secret obtained from the Azure Portal. For more information on
obtaining the Azure credentials, refer to the Obtaining Microsoft 365 Credentials section.
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6. Click Add. The Microsoft 365 account has been added to the inventory.

Obtaining Microsoft 365 Credentials
To obtain the credentials required to add a Microsoft 365 account to the NAKIVO Backup & Replication inventory, follow
the steps below:
1. Open the Azure Portal by going to portal.azure.com
2. Sign in to Microsoft Azure with your Microsoft 365 account credentials.
3. Select Azure Active Directory from the Dashboard or from the Portal Menu.
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4. In the left menu, click App registrations.

5. Click New registration on the App registrations page.
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6. On the Register an application page, enter a name for the application and click Register.

The application has been successfully registered and Tenant ID and Azure Client ID are displayed (Directory
(tenant) ID and Application (client) ID respectively).
7.

Click View API Permissions to add the necessary permissions.

8.

Click Microsoft Graph.
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9.

Click on the Application permissions tab.

10. Select Mail>Mail.ReadWrite and select User>User.Read.All.
11. Click Update Permissions.

12. Click Certificates & secrets > New client secret to create a new client secret for your app.

13. Enter a description for the client secret, select the expiration period, and click Add.
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The new Client Secret is generated.

Make sure you jot down the client secret id somewhere safe. If you lose it, you will need to generate a new one.
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Creating Microsoft 365 Backup Repository
Choose this type of Backup Repository for all your Microsoft 365 related activities.
Important




A remote Transporter assigned to the Microsoft 365 repository must be installed/updated manually, otherwise this
type of repository will be unavailable.
For Microsoft 365 repositories, only local folders are supported as a location.
Before creating a Microsoft 365 repository, provide read and write permissions to the local folder where the
repository will be located.

To create a Microsoft 365 Backup Repository, proceed as described in the sections below:

Create Backup Repository: Type
On the Type page of the Create Backup Repository wizard, select Microsoft 365 and click Next to go to the next
page of the wizard.

Create Backup Repository: Name and Location
On the Name & Location page of the wizard, do the following:
1. Enter the name of the Backup Repository in the Name box.
2. Select the Transporter from the Assigned transporter drop-down list.
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3. Enter a path to the local folder in the corresponding box.
4. Click Next to go to the next page of the wizard.

Create Backup Repository: Options
On the Options page:
1. Schedule detaching of the Backup Repository
 Detach this repository on schedule: Select this option if you want to detach and then attach the Backup
Repository on a schedule. Detaching a Backup Repository saves the Backup Repository data and metadata
in a consistent state and then stops the product's interaction with the Backup Repository (so that the
Backup Repository can be copied or moved). You can use this feature, for example, for the disk-to-disk-totape (D2D2T) data protection approach, in which backups are stored on a disk for fast operational recovery,
and copied to a tape (while the repository is detached) for archiving and long-term storage.
 Delete and re-create the repository on attach: If this option is selected, all data in the Backup
Repository will be erased prior to attaching it to the product. As a result, jobs that write to this
Backup Repository will create full VM backups. You can use this option, for example, to create full
daily, weekly, or monthly VM backups and write them to tape or removable media.
2. Click Finish to finish creating the Backup Repository.
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Creating Microsoft 365 Backup Jobs
With NAKIVO Backup & Replication, you can back up an entire Microsoft 365 account or separate mailboxes within that
account by creating a backup job that specifies which mailboxes should be backed up, where the backups should be
located, how often the backup should occur, and what backup options should be used. To create a backup job,
click Create on the Dashboard, and then click Microsoft 365 backup job.
Important
Before creating a Microsoft 365 backup job, you must add a Microsoft 365 Backup Repository.

The New Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365 opens. Complete the wizard as described in these sections:







Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Source
Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Destination
Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Schedule
Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Retention
Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Options
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Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Source
On the Source page of the wizard, you can add Microsoft 365 accounts or separate mailboxes to your backup job. Proceed
as follows:
1. In the left pane of the page, select the items you would like to back up. If you select a Microsoft 365 account, all
Exchange Online mailboxes contained in the account will be added to the backup job. To quickly find a required
item, use the Search functionality; you can enter the whole item’s name or a part of it.

Selected items are displayed in the right pane. You can remove items from the pane if necessary or change the
priority of the item by drag-and-dropping it to the required position. The priority determines the order in which the
item will be processed during the job run.
2. Click Next to confirm the selection and move to the next page of the wizard.
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Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Destination
On the Destination page of the wizard, you can specify the storage location for the backup. You can specify a single location
for all items in the backup or select different Backup Repositories for different items.

Setting a Single Backup Repository for All Items
To back up all items selected on the Sources page to a single Backup Repository, choose a Backup Repository from
the Destination drop-down list.

Setting Different Backup Repositories for Items
To back up items to different Backup Repositories, follow the steps below:
1. Click Advanced options.
2. If you’ve selected the Microsoft 365 account on the Sources page, then the account block will be displayed. Click
the Microsoft 365 name to expand it and view all of its mailboxes.
3. In the Default Destination drop-down list, select the Backup Repository where all of the account’s mailboxes will
be stored.
4. If you need a specific mailbox(es) to be stored in a different Backup Repository, click the name of the mailbox and
select a different location from the Destination drop-down list.
5. Click Next to go to the next page of the wizard.
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Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Schedule
On the Schedule page of the wizard, select to run the backup job manually or schedule the job to run on a regular basis.

Disabling Scheduled Job Execution
If you wish to start the job manually (without any schedule), select the Do not schedule, run on demand checkbox.

Daily or Weekly Backup







To run the job once a day, choose Run daily/weekly from the schedule drop-down list and do the following:
Choose a time zone that should be used for the job start and end times from the time zone drop-down list.
Specify the time when the job should be started in the Starting at box.
Specify the end time for the job in the Ending box. If the job has not completed by the time specified, the job will
be stopped.
Select the days of the week during which the job will be started.
If necessary, select the Effective from checkbox and pick the date when the schedule comes into effect.

Monthly or Yearly Backup
To run the job monthly or yearly, choose Run monthly/yearly from the schedule drop-down list and do the following:




Specify the job start schedule in the appropriate boxes.
Specify the day and month when the job should be started in the Run every boxes.
Specify the time when the job should be started in the Starting at box.
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Specify the end time for the job in the Ending box. If the job has not completed by the time specified, the job will
be stopped.
If necessary, select the Effective from checkbox and pick the date when the schedule comes into effect.

Periodic Backup
To run the job multiple times per day, choose Run periodically from the schedule drop-down list and then choose a time
period from the appropriate boxes:





Specify the time when the job should be started in the Starting at box.
Specify the end time for the job in the Ending box. If the job has not completed by the time specified, the job will
be stopped.
Select the days of the week during which the job will be started.
If necessary, select the Effective from checkbox and pick the date when the schedule comes into effect.
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Chained Job
To run the job after a previous one has completed, choose Run after another job from the schedule drop-down list and set
the options as follows:







After the job: Select a job after which the current job will be started.
Run this job: Choose whether to run the current job immediately after the previous one has completed or within a
delay.
After successful runs: If selected, the job will run if the previous one has completed successfully.
After failed runs: If selected, the job will run if the previous one has failed.
After stopped runs: If selected, the job will run if the previous one has been stopped.
Effective from: If selected, the schedule will come into effect on the date picked.

Additional Schedule
If you want to have more than one schedule for your job, click Add another schedule and set it up as has been described
above.
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Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Retention
After each job run, NAKIVO Backup & Replication creates a recovery point for each item in the Backup Repository. A recovery
point represents the backed up Microsoft 365 account or mailboxes as of a particular moment in time and allows you to
recover individual objects or the entire account from the Backup Repository. You can specify how many recovery points
should be preserved in the Backup Repository using the Grandfather-Father-Son (GFS) backup rotation scheme. Use the
following options:






Keep X last recovery points: Keeps the specified number of last recovery points for each item in the job.
Keep one recovery point per day for X days: Keeps one last recovery point per day for the specified number of
days.
Keep one recovery point per week for X weeks: Keeps the last available backup of every week for the specified
number of weeks.
Keep one recovery point per month for X months: Keeps the last available backup of every month for the specified
number of months.
Keep one recovery point per year for X years: Keeps the last available backup of every year for the specified
number of years.

Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365: Options
On the Options page, you can specify the job’s name, define pre and post actions, and limit the Transporter load. Proceed
as described in these sections:

Job Options
Enter a name for the job into the Job name box.
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Pre and Post Actions
NAKIVO Backup & Replication provides you with the ability to enable certain actions before a backup job begins and after it
has completed. You can choose to send job run reports and run local pre- and post-job scripts.

Email Notifications
NAKIVO Backup & Replication can send email notifications on job completion status to specified recipients. This feature
complements global notification and provides you with the ability to configure notifications on a per-job level.
Note: To enable this option, configure your Email settings.
To send email notifications, select Send job run reports to and specify one or more email addresses in the text box. The
semi-colon character (;) should be used to separate multiple email addresses.

Pre Job Script
To run a script before the product begins backing up your items, do the following:
1. Place a script file on the machine where the Director is installed.
2. Select the Run local pre job script option.
3. Specify the following parameters in the dialog that opens:
 Script path: Specify a local path to the script on the machine where the Director is installed. Script
interpreter should be specified.
 Job behavior: Choose either of the following job behaviors in relation to script completion:
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 Wait for the script to finish: If this option is selected, the backup will not be started until the script
is completed.
 Do not wait for the script to finish: If this option is selected, the product will run the script and will
start backing up your items at the same time.
Error handling: Choose either of the following job behaviors in relation to script failure:
 Continue the job on script failure: If this option is selected, the job will perform the backup even if
the script has failed.
 Fail the job on script failure: If this option is selected and the script fails, the job will fail and the
backup will not be performed.

Post Job Script
To run a script after the product has finished backing up all items, do the following:

1. Place a script file on the machine where the Director is installed.
2. Select the Run local post job script option.
3. Specify the following parameters in the dialogue that opens:
 Script path: Specify a local path to the script on the machine where the Director is installed. Script




interpreter should be specified.
Job behavior: Choose either of the following job behaviors in relation to script completion:
 Wait for the script to finish: If this option is selected, the job will remain in the “running” state
until the script is completed.
 Do not wait for the script to finish: If this option is selected, the job will be completed even if the
script execution is still in progress.
Error handling: Choose either of the following job behaviors in relation to script failure:
 Continue the job on script failure: If this option is selected, script failure will not influence the
status of the job.
 Fail the job on script failure: If this option is selected and the script has failed, the job status will be
set to “failed” even if the backup has been successful.

Note: Pre and post job scripts can be executed only on the machine on which the Director is installed

Data Transfer
In the Data Transfer section, you can specify a Transporter load.
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Transporter Load
You can limit the maximum number of Transporter tasks used by the job. By default, it is set to 3 concurrent tasks.
To change the default number of tasks, do the following:

1. In the Data Transfer section, select the Limit transporter load to checkbox.
2. Specify the number of concurrent tasks in the corresponding box.

Completing the New Backup Job Wizard for Microsoft 365
Click Finish or Finish & Run to complete the job creation.
Note: If you click Finish & Run, you will have to define the scope of your job. Please refer to Running Jobs on Demand for
details.
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Object Recovery for Microsoft 365
The Object Recovery for Microsoft 365 feature enables browsing, searching, and recovering Exchange Online items directly
from backups. This feature is agentless, works right out of the box, and does not require creating a special lab or running a
special backup type. Refer to the following topics for more information:






Starting Object Recovery for Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365 Object Recovery Wizard: Backup
Microsoft 365 Object Recovery Wizard: Recovery Account
Microsoft 365 Object Recovery Wizard: Objects
Microsoft 365 Object Recovery Wizard: Options

Starting Object Recovery for Microsoft 365
You can start the recovery process either from the Dashboard, or from the Repositories page in Settings (for example, if
you no longer have a backup job, but still have the backup).

Starting Object Recovery for Microsoft 365 from the Dashboard
To start object recovery for Microsoft 365 from the Dashboard, click Recover and then click Microsoft 365.

Starting Object Recovery for Microsoft 365 from a Backup Repository
To start object recovery for Microsoft 365 from a Backup Repository, do the following:
1. Go to the main menu of NAKIVO & Replication and click Settings.
2. Go to the Repositories tab and hover the cursor over the Backup Repository containing the required backup.
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3. Click the Recover button and then click Microsoft 365.

The Object Recovery Wizard for Microsoft 365 opens.

Microsoft 365 Object Recovery Wizard: Backup
On the first page of the wizard, select a backup with Microsoft 365 using either a Backup Repository or Jobs & Groups view
in the left pane. Then select a recovery point in the right pane. Only one backup can be selected at a time.

Click Next to proceed to the next step of the wizard.

Microsoft 365 Object Recovery Wizard: Recovery Account
On the Recovery Account page, you need to specify the Microsoft 365 account where you would like your items to be
recovered. You can choose to recover to specific mailboxes later in the wizard.
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Select the required account from the Account drop-down list; it contains all Microsoft 365 accounts added to
the Inventory.

Microsoft 365 Object Recovery Wizard: Objects
On the Objects page, you can select the items (folders and/or emails) to be recovered from the backup. The Objects page
contains :




Navigation pane: Use the Navigation pane on the left to locate the items you need to restore. Selecting the
container in the Navigation pane loads its contents in the right pane. If a container has subfolders, they are also
displayed in the right pane along with emails.
Search box at the top: The Search box allows you to search for emails. The search is performed in the email subject,
email address and email content (body). Enter the word or its part into the search box and hit ENTER on the
keyboard. All emails matching the criteria will be displayed in the Contents pane on the right.

You can preview the contents of an email by clicking its name in the right pane. To close the message preview, click the
“Close” button at the bottom or click the ”X” button above the email body.
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Once you have located the emails or folders you need to recover, select the checkboxes next to their names. You can select
different object types (mailbox folders and emails) for recovery at the same time.
The number of items selected for recovery is displayed at the bottom of the wizard page. You can also:




Click show to view the list of all items selected for recovery.
Click clear selection to clear the list of items selected for recovery.
Click hide to hide the list of items selected for recovery.
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Click Next to proceed to the next page of the wizard.

Microsoft 365 Object Recovery Wizard: Options
On the Options page, you can specify the location to which the items will be restored and overwrite behavior for folders.

Specify the following options:







Recovery type: select one of the options:
Recover to original location: All emails and folders will be recovered to their original places within the Microsoft
365 account. This option is disabled if the mailbox no longer exists (deleted from product, etc.) or if you have
selected a recovery account on the Recovery Account page of the wizard that is different from the original account.
Recover to mailbox: Select this option if you wish to recover items to a specific mailbox. Enable the Mailbox box.
Mailbox: Available if the Recover to mailbox option is selected. The drop-down list contains the mailboxes of the
Microsoft 365 account. Select a mailbox from the list in order to recover the items into it.
Overwrite behavior: Specify the naming convention for the recovered folders by choosing one of the following
options:
o Rename recovered item if such an item exists
o Skip recovered item if such an item exists
o Overwrite the original item if such an item exists
Note: This option is not available for Recover to mailbox.

Click Recover to start the recovery process. The Finish page is displayed. You cannot return to the previous pages at this
point, however, you can check the progress of the job execution by clicking the Activities link.
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